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Three Ethical Values

Three ethical values are relevant to COVID-19 vaccine allocation (eTable in the Supplement). First, benefiting people and limiting harm is a universal value. A proven safe and effective COVID-19 vaccine would directly prevent health harms including death and long-term illness. It may also indirectly alleviate socioeconomic harms like unemployment, poverty and educational deprivation.

Second, prioritizing disadvantaged populations is likewise fundamental. Disadvantage has multiple interrelated dimensions including socioeconomic deprivation and oppression, higher risk of death earlier in life, and medical vulnerability.

And third, equal concern precludes consideration of differences, such as gender, race, or religion, when doing so would not help prevent harm or prioritize disadvantaged groups. Equal concern does not support treating differently situated individuals identically or ignoring relevant differences.

NAM’s proposal suggests another value: reciprocity. Reciprocity recognizes past worthy conduct such as assuming risk to benefit others. In organ transplantation, reciprocity to prioritize past donors seems justified. But in a public health emergency, reciprocity should be subordinate to preventing harm and prioritizing disadvantaged groups. In a pandemic context, both defining and assessing worthy conduct would be difficult and controversial. Furthermore, benefits other than access to vaccines, such as reimbursement, can appropriately recognize worthy conduct.

Prioritizing Access to COVID-19 Vaccines

Vaccine distribution should focus on current and future benefits, including direct benefits to vaccinated individuals, indirect benefits to individuals protected from spread of infection, and indirect health and socioeconomic benefits to those protected from harm as health system and societal functioning improve. The 3 ethical values favor prioritizing 3 groups: health care workers; other essential workers and people in high-transmission settings; and people with medical vulnerabilities associated with poorer COVID-19 outcomes, such as diabetes, pulmonary disease, cardiac disease, and obesity.

First, prioritizing in-person health care workers and staff, as NAM and others suggest, prevents direct harm to workers and indirect harm due to spread of SARS-CoV-2 in health care facilities. It also indirectly prioritizes disadvantaged groups because reducing disease spread facilitates the provision of treatments such as hemodialysis and chemotherapy, which disadvantaged individuals need more often.

Second, prioritizing people engaged in essential high-risk activities, such as in-person education, childcare, and food supply work, would also prevent direct harm and reduce disease spread. Additionally, in-person workers are more likely to be socioeconomically disadvantaged than those able to work remotely. Prioritization among these workers should consider indirect benefit: if vaccination of those involved in education can contribute to reopening schools, this should precede vaccination of those involved in reopening other less beneficial venues, such as bars. Similar factors also support prioritizing people in congregate housing situations, such as assisted living, where community spread is more likely.

Third, the World Health Organization (WHO) and NAM suggest prioritizing individuals whose medical conditions increase their risk of poor COVID-19 outcomes if they become infected. This prioritizes disadvantaged groups because these conditions constitute medical vulnerabilities and correlate with socioeconomic disadvantage, and prevents harm. However, nearly 200 million individuals in the US have a high-risk condition. Limited vaccine supplies will require prioritizing among these individuals, with attention to evolving data about how conditions affect COVID-19 risk and vaccine efficacy.

Prioritizing people older than 65 years without high-risk medical, work, or housing vulnerabilities, as WHO and NAM suggest (for phase 2), is ethically and legally more complex. Because early death correlates with disadvantage, prioritizing all patients 65 years and older is likely to exacerbate disadvantage. For instance, 30% of all non-White COVID-19 decedents are younger than 65 vs only 13% of White decedents. Although the risk of death from COVID-19 increases 7-fold between age 50 and 80, these estimates do not control for health conditions or exposure in residential settings. Prioritization should recognize that a healthy older person who can shelter in place is at different risk from a medically vulnerable older person in crowded housing.
Prioritizing all individuals 65 and older also conflicts with preventing long-term complications and preserving future life. The average life expectancy of an 80-year-old man in the US is 8 years, whereas that of a 50-year-old man is 30 years. Such a prioritization is also less likely to prevent indirect harms, because advanced age reduces likelihood of working in high-transmission settings or being an essential caregiver. Differences in vaccine efficacy could also be relevant to harm prevention: for example, if vaccine efficacy declines sharply among individuals older than 80, “shielding” them by vaccinating their contacts may be preferable. Legally, the use of age 65 as a threshold for vaccine access seems inconsistent with prior Department of Health and Human Services guidance against strict age cutoffs for ventilator prioritization and organ transplantation.

NAM’s proposed priority for COVID-19 research participants in vaccine trials presents more challenging issues. Research participants are not at distinctive risk of illness or spreading infection. Thus, prioritizing participants fails to prevent harm. Prioritizing research participants also risks exacerbating disadvantage. COVID-19 vaccine studies have enrolled disproportionately few racial/ethnic minority participants, pregnant women, and people with underlying medical conditions. Even if reciprocity were assigned substantial weight, the way in which it is distributed among these priority populations is uncertain.2

Another misperception is that equal concern requires a lottery that gives all recipients identical chances, or chances more similar than preventing harm and prioritizing the disadvantaged would require. Lotteries are preferable to first-come, first-served or ability-to-pay allocation, which unacceptably exacerbate disadvantage. But lotteries are only acceptable when other considerations are approximately equal, which is vanishingly unlikely with a COVID-19 vaccine.

Conclusions
A COVID-19 vaccine should be allocated to prevent harm, prioritize people who are disadvantaged, and achieve equal treatment. This approach would support prioritizing health care workers, people in high-risk occupations and housing, and people with high-risk conditions. Since these priority populations are likely to exceed initial vaccine quantities, prioritizing within these groups will be necessary. Dividing the initial vaccine allotment into priority access categories and using medical criteria to prioritize within each category is a promising approach. For instance, half of the initial allotment might be prioritized for frontline health workers, a quarter for people working or living in high-risk settings, and the remainder for others. Within each category, preference could be given to people with high-risk medical conditions. Such a categorized approach would be preferable to the tiered ordering previously used for influenza vaccines, because it ensures that multiple priority groups will have initial access to vaccines. Alongside thorough, evidence-based vaccine evaluation and approval, vaccine allocation that recognizes important ethical values and avoids arbitrariness, waste, and corruption can ensure that the rollout of an eventual COVID-19 vaccine is both fair and perceived as fair.
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